Perceptual training improves syllable identification in new and experienced hearing aid users
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Abstract—We assessed the effects of perceptual training of syllable identification in noise on nonsense syllable test (NST) performance of new (Experiment 1) and experienced (Experiment 2) hearing aid (HA) users with sensorineural hearing loss. In Experiment 1, new HA users were randomly assigned to either immediate training (IT) or delayed training (DT) groups. IT subjects underwent 8 weeks of at-home syllable identification training and in-laboratory testing, whereas DT subjects underwent identical in-laboratory testing without training. Training produced large improvements in syllable identification in IT subjects, whereas spontaneous improvement was minimal in DT subjects. DT subjects then underwent training and showed performance improvements comparable with those of the IT group. Training-related improvement in NST scores significantly exceeded improvements due to amplification. In Experiment 2, experienced HA users received identical training and testing procedures as users in Experiment 1. The experienced users also showed significant training benefit. Training-related improvements generalized to untrained voices and were maintained on retention tests. Perceptual training appears to be a promising tool for improving speech perception in new and experienced HA users.

INTRODUCTION

Progressive high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) alters auditory processing at multiple levels of the auditory system. Most obviously, it alters cochlear function and deprives listeners of high-frequency speech cues that are critical in discriminating consonants [1]. In addition, gradual high-frequency SNHL results in a widespread reorganization of central auditory connections, diminishing high-frequency inputs and enhancing connections from nearby zones with intact cochlear function [2].

Abbreviations: CV = consonant-vowel, DT = delayed training, HA = hearing aid, IT = immediate training, NS = nonsignificant, NST = nonsense syllable test, PC = personal computer, R-SPIN = Revised Speech Perception in Noise (test), SNHL = sensorineural hearing loss, SNR = signal-to-noise ratio, SPL = sound pressure level, VA = Department of Veterans Affairs, VC = vowel-consonant.
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Phoneme processing strategies are correspondingly altered, with hearing-impaired subjects depending more on phonetic cues conveyed by low frequencies [3–6]. For example, hearing-impaired subjects rely disproportionately on vowel duration to discriminate voiced and voiceless fricative pairs such as /v/-/f/ and /z/-/s/ [4].

While hearing aids (HAs) can partially compensate for cochlear deficits by amplifying high-frequency sounds, long-standing peripheral hearing loss will also produce neuroplastic alterations within the central auditory system, including changes in synaptic connections and dendritic arborization [7]. While the newly amplified auditory inputs provided by HAs may enhance functional neuroplasticity [8], abnormal synaptic connections will not instantly renormalize. Normalization may be reflected in the gradual perceptual changes occurring during acclimatization [9–11]. However, acclimatization effects are generally small in magnitude and inconsistently obtained [12–15]. This minimal acclimatization benefit suggests that the neuroplastic changes needed to normalize auditory perception often may not occur. In the current study, we investigated the capability of adaptive perceptual training to force neuroplastic alterations within the central auditory system, including changes in synaptic connections and dendritic arborization following hearing loss depend critically on the nature of the posttraumatic acoustic experience. For example, recent evidence suggests that the reorganization of the tonotopic map of primary auditory cortex following sudden high-frequency hearing loss can be reduced by exposure to an auditorily enriched environment with an overrepresentation of high-intensity sounds at frequencies in the expected range of hearing loss [25]. Since synaptic connections within the central nervous system are in continuous flux, neuronal reorganization that has occurred as a consequence of gradual hearing loss will continue to impair hearing even if normal cochlear function were completely restored by an HA. With typical SNHL, high-frequency inputs are gradually lost, altering the acoustic cues accessible to phonetic analysis. Some phonetic cues (e.g., carried by the fundamental and first formant) will be minimally affected, whereas others (e.g., high-frequency fricative energy, plosive bursts, and second and higher-format transitions) will be attenuated to varying degrees depending on the listening situation, the phoneme articulated, and the audiometric configuration. One would think that restoring speech cues with an HA would be sufficient to reestablish normal connections during acclimatization. However, acclimatization effects for most types of HAs are small in magnitude and difficult to distinguish from improvement due to increased familiarity with test materials [26]. Acclimatization is unsuccessful for several possible reasons. First, many HAs do not present consistent high-frequency speech cues across a broad range of speech intensities, thus complicating the perceptual learning process. Second, the information in everyday communication is highly redundant. Visual, semantic, and redundant low-frequency phonetic cues often allow one to understand information without relying on normal high-frequency phonetic cues. Indeed, impaired individuals may try to avoid difficult high-noise situations where high-frequency cues become more essential. Finally, feedback about phoneme-processing errors is delayed and inconsistent in normal conversation so that subjects lack the critical information needed for low-level perceptual changes to occur.

Perceptual learning can be optimized with adaptive training paradigms that are targeted to enhance selected sensory discriminations. A wide array of recent research has demonstrated that perceptual learning paradigms can drive neuronal reorganization in visual [27–29] and auditory [30–31] modalities. Perceptual learning results in cortical reorganization [16–17] that is reflected in altered response properties of single neurons [19] as well as large-scale alterations seen with functional magnetic resonance...
Perceptual Training of Hearing Aid Users

Currently, audiological rehabilitation is largely limited in HA dispensing [37–38]. Existing rehabilitation training usually consists of group discussions that include other HA users and their families [39]. While this training helps patients adjust their behavior for successful HA use [40], it is not designed to enhance their low-level perceptual use of the speech cues that the HA has restored.

Recently, Sweetow and Palmer reviewed the capability of perceptual training to improve hearing in patients with SNHL [41]. Several studies of adaptive auditory training have shown performance improvements in subjects with hearing loss [42–43], particularly when visual cues are present [44]. However, these studies typically required the intervention of a suitably trained clinician, which limited their practical application. In contrast, at-home personal computer (PC)-based perceptual training has received much recent attention as a possible treatment for central auditory processing disorder and dyslexia [45–50]. Although the mechanism by which PC-based training enhances performance in these disorders is not well understood [51], training effects can be substantial. In this study, we evaluated the effect of at-home PC-based auditory training on the syllable identification capabilities of patients with SNHL who were new (Experiment 1) or experienced (Experiment 2) HA users.

METHODS

Experiment 1: New Hearing Aid Users

Subjects

Experiment 1 investigated training effects in subjects with newly prescribed HAs. Twenty-three subjects (all male) with mild-to-moderate SNHL were recruited from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Audiology Service (Northern California Health Care System, Martinez, California). The subjects ranged in age from 50 to 80 (mean = 69), had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorder, and were in good health. Subjects were paid for their participation during both training and testing. They were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: 12 subjects were assigned to the immediate training (IT) group and received training during the initial 8 weeks of HA use after a 1-week acclimatization period. The remaining 11 subjects were assigned to the delayed training (DT) group as untrained controls during the first 8 weeks of testing and then received training during the subsequent 8 weeks.

Participation was limited to patients with high-frequency SNHL (thresholds at 4000 Hz at least 20 dB worse than at 500 Hz with maximal thresholds of 40 dB at 500 Hz and 80 dB at 4000 Hz) that was bilaterally symmetric (left and right ear thresholds differed by less than 20 dB from 250 to 8000 Hz). Bone conduction thresholds were within 10 dB of air-conduction thresholds. Average audiograms for the two groups are plotted in Figure 1. Hearing losses did not differ significantly between groups at any tested frequency. Subjects had been issued bilateral digital HAs mostly with 2, 3, or 4 channels and low-to-moderate compression ratios (range 1.0–2.0) as prescribed by the VA Audiology Service. HAs were fitted using the NAL-NL1 (National Acoustic Laboratories’ nonlinear fitting procedure, version 1 [Australia]) target [52] and verified by probe microphone measurements.

Figure 1.
Average pure tone audiograms showing hearing loss in decibels at tested pure tone frequencies for immediate training (IT) (n = 12) and delayed training (DT) (n = 11) groups of new hearing aid users. Error bars plot standard deviations of values across subjects in each group.
Design

Figure 2 depicts the timeline of the training and testing sessions. Both groups were first familiarized with the nonsense syllable test (NST) [1], and then we tested them in two separate sessions before HA fitting to measure unaided performance. Immediately after HA fitting, they were retested twice. We used the difference between the initial aided and unaided scores to quantify the immediate benefit of hearing amplification. Postfitting performance scores also provided the baseline against which training-related changes (IT group) and acclimatization (DT group) were assessed. Beginning 1 week after HA fitting, PCs were installed in the homes of IT subjects, who underwent 5 days a week of adaptive training (1 h/day) for each of the next 8 weeks. The DT group received no training during the initial 8-week period and served as controls for the IT group. Both groups underwent identical testing in the laboratory at weeks 1, 2, 4, and 8. Following the delay period, subjects in the DT group underwent an identical training regimen.* For the DT group, week 8 scores were used both as end point measures of acclimatization and as baseline measures for evaluating training effects. In-laboratory testing of the DT group was repeated at the same intervals as for the IT group (i.e., at weeks 9, 10, 12, and 16). Finally, both groups were tested for retention 8 weeks after the end of training (i.e., week 16 for the IT group and week 24 for the DT group).

Stimuli

Stimuli for both at-home training and in-laboratory testing consisted of 27 consonant-vowel (CV) and 27 vowel-consonant (VC) syllables selected from the NST. The set of CVs was composed of all combinations of nine unvoiced consonants (/ch/, /f/, /h/, /k/, /p/, /s/, /sh/, /t/, /th/) and three vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/), while the set of VCs combined the same three vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/) with nine voiced consonants (/b/, /d/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /ng/, /TH/, /v/, /z/). Four phonetically trained speakers (two male and two female) recorded the stimuli. To incorporate natural speech variability, each speaker recorded six exemplars of each of the 54 syllables. Syllables were selected randomly from among different exemplars during both training and testing. Two voices, one female and one male, were selected for training of each subject, with the selected voices counterbalanced over subjects. We examined generalization by testing performance with all four voices (both trained and untrained).

In-Laboratory Testing

During the NST, stimuli were mixed with speech-spectrum noise at 10 and 0 dB signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Syllable durations ranged from 280 to 850 ms. Noise samples were 1,200 ms in duration, starting 200 to 290 ms before the onset of each syllable and extending beyond its offset. One of 100 different noise samples was randomly selected on each trial. We jittered syllable onset by ±45 ms on each trial to reduce the predictability of syllable timing with respect to noise onset. Stimuli were presented at comfortable listening levels, ranging from 65 to 81 dB sound pressure level (SPL) at 10 dB SNR and from 61 to 74 dB SPL at 0 dB SNR.

---

*Two DT subjects withdrew from the study after the delay period and so did not undergo training. Data from these subjects were included in the delay-period data for between-group comparisons but not for within-subject comparisons of training effects.

†Materials can be downloaded at http://www.neuroexpt.com/ex_files/expt_view?id=145
Laboratory testing was performed in 8 × 8 ft single-walled, sound-attenuating testing rooms. The interior walls of the rooms were covered by 1-inch acoustic foam, with ambient third-octave noise levels less than 20 dB SPL from 250 to 4000 Hz. Subjects performed a phoneme identification task using a one-interval nine-alternative identification procedure. At the start of each trial, nine syllables were displayed on a liquid crystal display monitor. The response choices included all possible consonants paired with the vowel that had been presented. Following a 300 ms delay, the syllable and speech-spectrum noise were presented. Subjects selected the response using a numeric keypad. After the response had been selected, the next trial began after a 200 ms delay. Each session of laboratory testing consisted of four blocks of 324 randomized trials (3 trials of each syllable at each SNR). Both trained and untrained voices were tested with the talker’s voice fixed for the duration of each block.

At-Home Training

A preconfigured multimedia PC was installed in a quiet location of each subject’s home. The subject selected a comfortable chair to be used in training, and the position of the chair, table, and equipment on the table were marked to assure consistent stimulus delivery. Additional components needed for PC installation (power strips, computer table, etc.) were provided when necessary. A PC modem was connected (through a splitter) to the subject’s telephone line for daily uploading of training results to a laboratory computer. Instruction in PC use was also provided when necessary: 29 percent of the patients had not used PCs before and 32 percent had only minimal familiarity.

The stimuli were identical to those used in laboratory testing, with the exception that only two voices (one female and one male, counterbalanced across subjects) were used for training. The computer display contained a single icon for starting the training sequence. The training task was similar to that used in laboratory testing but with three exceptions: (1) Visual feedback (indicating the syllable actually presented, colored green if correct or red if incorrect) was given after the response on each trial, (2) stimuli were blocked by a vowel (i.e., each combination of CV/VC type and vowel was presented in its own block), and (3) SNRs were varied adaptively with a 1-up, 1-down procedure that decreased the SNR by 1 dB following each correct response and increased it by 1 dB following each incorrect response. Six blocks of 108 trials each (one per list) were completed on each training day, followed by two additional blocks that presented stimuli from all lists in random order. Depending on response speed, daily training duration ranged from approximately 35 to 70 minutes. Once training was completed, the PC automatically connected to the Internet with Windows scripting tools and the training data was uploaded to the laboratory computer. We monitored uploaded data daily to assure that the training of each subject was proceeding according to schedule. Subjects were contacted by telephone if problems became evident. The subjects were requested to train for 5 days a week for 8 weeks. Trainees completed 29 to 44 days of training in the 8-week period, with the median 37 days and the mode 40 days of training.

Statistical Methods

We analyzed data from both in-laboratory testing and at-home training by tracking a subject’s percent correct on a class of test items relative to the subject’s performance on the same class of test items during the baseline test. These difference scores increased sensitivity to training and acclimatization effects with the removal of the considerable between-subject variation in test and training score performance. Also, the use of simple subtraction to track performance appears to be reasonable because all subjects performed well below ceiling on the majority of test and training item types. We analyzed data significance primarily with multifactorial analysis of variance but also used multifactorial regression and correlational analyses where appropriate. In all cases, the large amount of data from the NST and training paradigm permitted us to average together sufficient numbers of binary responses so that resulting distributions had approximate Gaussian error distributions.

Experiment 2: Experienced Hearing Aid Users

Subjects

Eight experienced HA users (mean HA experience = 16 months, range 10–21 months) were recruited from a group of subjects who had participated in a previous study that evaluated acclimatization with 9- and 16-channel HAs with wide dynamic range compression [26]. As part of that study, these subjects had participated in more than 60 hours of in-laboratory NSTs with two of the four voices used in the present study. Recruitment criteria, including audiometric configurations and etiology of hearing loss, were identical to those criteria used in Experiment 1. The subjects ranged in age from 61 to 75 (mean = 67.7).
Procedures

Training and testing procedures were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except that a different set of measurements was obtained before the HA experience. The onset of the 8-week training period began 10 to 21 months after HA fitting.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: New Hearing Aid Users

Figure 3 shows the changes of NST scores relative to the initial performance measured after HA fitting (week 0). The improvement due to the amplification is reflected in the difference between unaided and week 0 scores. The effects of acclimatization to the HAs and the test procedures in the absence of training can be seen in weeks 1 to 8 for the DT control group (dashed line). The effects of the training (solid lines) are seen in weeks 1 to 8 for the IT group and weeks 9 to 16 for the DT group.

Performance Improvement Due to Hearing Aid Fitting

Unaided performance on the in-laboratory phoneme-recognition task averaged 35.1 and 33.5 percent for the IT and DT groups, respectively. Hearing aid fitting resulted in a significant improvement in NST scores that averaged 6.0 percent (5.8% for IT and 6.3% for DT; $F_{1,11} = 31.1$, $p < 0.001$, and $F_{1,10} = 14.0$, $p < 0.01$, respectively). These values are consistent with improvements in NST scores seen in other studies that used similar stimuli and amplification algorithms [53]. The IT and DT groups did not differ significantly in aided or unaided performance or in their improvements following amplification.

Acclimatization

Small performance improvements were seen in NST scores in the absence of training (Figure 3). These exceeded 3 percent by week 2 and declined to 2.4 percent by week 8, but remained significantly higher at week 8 than at week 0 ($F_{1,10} = 15.5$, $p < 0.01$). A regression analysis for weeks 1 to 8 showed a nonsignificant (NS) negative performance slope during this time, indicating that virtually all the improvement occurred during the first week. These small improvements are similar to those of a recent acclimatization study where linear HAs produced an average improvement of 2.2 percent in NST scores in the first 8 weeks of use, a result attributed to procedural learning of the task rather than acclimatization [26].

Training

The mean change in phoneme-recognition performance following 8 weeks of training was 10.6 percent in the IT group and 8.8 percent in the DT group. Training-related improvements were significantly greater than the performance gains during the acclimatization period (IT group: $F_{1,21} = 40.5$, $p < 0.001$; DT group: $F_{1,18} = 33.4$, $p < 0.001$). Although the small difference between IT and DT training effects (1.8%) did not reach significance, it was similar to the gains observed during the acclimatization period that would have been expected to contribute to IT training effects. The fact that the IT and DT effects did not differ significantly suggests that training need not be delivered immediately after HA fitting to be effective.

Performance improvements continued throughout the training period for both groups. The combined regression analysis on log-linear coordinates showed a 0.47 positive correlation and nearly 2 percent improvement slope for each doubling of training duration ($F_{1,82} = 23.3$, $p < 0.0001$, standard error of regression coefficient 0.14%). The overall improvement in NST scores from training was significantly greater than the improvement from amplification ($F_{1,19} = 6.6$, $p < 0.05$, for IT and DT groups combined).

Figure 3.
Differences in nonsense syllable test scores relative to post-hearing aid-fitting baseline (week 0) for immediate training (IT) (solid black) ($n = 12$) and for delayed training (DT) ($n = 11$) groups during control (dashed gray) (absence of training) and training (solid gray) periods. Unaided scores were obtained prior to HA fitting. Error bars show standard errors.
Nature of Benefits

Figure 4 plots improvement in NST scores over time for stimuli presented at 0 and 10 dB SNR. Improvements related to amplification were significantly greater for the 0 dB SNR condition (7.4% improvement) than for 10 dB SNR condition (5.5%, $F_{1,20} = 10.4, p < 0.01$), consistent with the view that amplification primarily improves the audibility of lower-intensity speech sounds [54]. In contrast, training-related improvements in performance were greater for 10 dB (11.0%) than for 0 dB SNRs (8.7%, $F_{1,20} = 7.8, p < 0.05$). Greater improvement for more audible stimuli is consistent with the view that perceptual training enables HA users to improve the perception of speech cues made audible at the higher SNR.

Further understanding of HA amplification and training effects can be derived from the analysis of phonetic confusions. Stimulus-response matrices are shown in Figure 5 for aided responses before training for each stimulus syllable collapsed across the three vowels and averaged across subjects and groups. In these plots, completely accurate performance would produce large circles falling on the diagonal, while random guessing would produce uniform small circles throughout the matrix and specific confusions would produce larger circles off the diagonal. The most accurate performance is seen in Figure 5(b) for CVs with /p/, /th/, /k/, /ch/, /s/, and /sh/. In contrast, /h/ and /th/ were much more difficult and generated similar numbers of /h/, /th/, /s/, /p/, and /t/ responses. For the VCs (Figure 5(a)), /z/ shows the best performance, while subjects had particular difficulty with /b/, /TH/, and /m/. They also showed very similar patterns of responses to /v/ and /TH/, indicating that they had difficulty discriminating these voiced consonants distinguished by high-frequency friction. The data also show a large number of within-manner confusions (e.g., the nasals /m/, /n/, and /ng/ were often confused, as were the plosives /p/, /t/, and /k/).

Changes in the stimulus-response matrices are shown in Figure 6 for (a) amplification (before training) and (b) perceptual training (after 8 weeks of training). Increases in response frequency are shown in black and decreases are in gray, with the magnitude of change reflected in the size of the circle. HA fitting produced an overall increase in accurate recognition and decrease in inaccurate responses across all phoneme types (matrix is mainly black on the diagonal and gray away from it), although only small improvements were noted for difficult consonants, particularly those distinguished by high-frequency friction (e.g., CVs /f/- and /th/-, and VCs /-v/ and /-TH/). In contrast, adaptive training altered the stimulus-response matrices by increasing correct responses and shifting random responses toward correct-manner responses. This finding was particularly true for difficult consonants, including those normally distinguished by
For example, /t-/ responses to /f-/ and /th-/ stimuli decreased while correct /f-/ and /th-/ responses increased. Similarly, /-z/ and /-d/ responses decreased to /-TH/ tokens, while correct, /-TH/ responses increased. The response criteria also changed. For example, /-TH/ responses to /-z/ stimuli increased along with accurate responses, as did /th-/ responses to /s-/ and /f-/.

Differences between improvements due to amplification and training appeared to reflect the difficulty of phoneme discrimination. Based on unaided discrimination scores, we partitioned the 18 consonants (9 initial and 9 trailing) into three sets of easy (/z/, /k/, /s/, /t/, /ch/, /sh/), medium (/d/, /n/, /f/, /g/, /v/, /p/), and difficult (/TH/, /th/, /b/, /h/, /ng/, /m/) consonants. Initial aided performance preserved this grouping (although not the rankings for individual consonants within each group) and revealed a greater number of HA-related improvements for easy consonants (9.9%) than for medium (4.9%) or difficult consonants (4.6%, main effect of phoneme difficulty: $F_{2,40} = 4.7, p < 0.05$, Geisser-Greenhouse corrected). In contrast, training-related improvements favored difficult consonants (12.8%) over medium (9.3%) or easy consonants (7.4%, $F_{2,40} = 3.1, p = 0.06$, Geisser-Greenhouse corrected). In the combined analysis of variance, phoneme difficulty and HA use versus training thus revealed a significant crossover interaction ($F_{2,40} = 7.4, p < 0.01$, Geisser-Greenhouse corrected). Together with the effects of SNR, these results suggest that amplification improved performance on easily discriminated speech sounds occurring near threshold, while training improved the discrimination of difficult consonants distinguished by high-frequency speech cues.

Generalization to Untrained Voices

An important issue in assessing the efficacy of perceptual training is the extent to which training-related improvements generalize to items that were not specifically trained. We therefore tested generalization to untrained voices. Figure 7 plots performance improvement in NST scores with the black line showing performance on the trained voices and gray lines plotting performance for the untrained voices only heard during in-laboratory testing. Performance on trained voices improved significantly more than performance on untrained voices (overall, $F_{1,20} = 51.8; IT$ group, $F_{1,11} = 6.0, p < 0.05; DT$ group, $F_{1,8} = 2.1, p < 0.2$). However, training produced highly significant improvements in NST scores to untrained voices compared with the control-group’s improvement of 2.4 percent (overall, $F_{1,20} = 19.4, p < 0.001$; IT group, $F_{1,21} = 14.6, p < 0.01$; DT group, $F_{1,18} = 26.0, p < 0.001$).

Retention

We tested retention with the NST administered 8 weeks after training ended. No significant decrement was found on retention testing compared with test results obtained immediately after training ended (8.7% vs 9.8% relative to pretraining baseline levels), and no significant differences in NST scores were found on comparisons of the two retention tests. However, some evidence of procedural forgetting was found: response times were significantly prolonged during the first test after the 8-week delay compared with the final test during the training period ($F_{1,16} = 11.4, p < 0.01$), whereas response speed returned to posttraining levels on the second retention test ($F_{1,16} = 1.0, NS$).
Experiment 2: Experienced Hearing Aid Users

Figure 8 (solid gray line) plots the mean change in phoneme-recognition performance over the training period for the experienced HA users in Experiment 2. Measures of the amplification benefit had been made previously with the same stimuli from the NST presented at 5 dB SNR through ear inserts incorporating signal amplification [26]. Performance averaged 36.0 and 45.8 percent correct for these subjects’ initial unaided and aided conditions, respectively, indicating a robust HA amplification effect of 9.8 percent ($F_{1,7} = 10.6, p = 0.01$). Baseline aided performance measured in the current study 1 week before training began (as in Experiment 1) averaged 52.7 percent correct, significantly higher than the 40.4 percent baseline of new HA users tested in Experiment 1 ($F_{1,29} = 7.50, p < 0.01$). Several possible reasons may explain the improved baseline performance in these experienced subjects compared with the new HA user groups in Experiment 1: (1) Experiment 2 subjects had extensive experience (>60 h) with the NST in a previous experiment, (2) they had 10 to 21 months experience with their HAs, and (3) they had different types of HAs that were fully programmable digital devices capable of multichannel compression processing with greater than eight independent compression channels; none of the new HA users had this type of HA.

The critical question was, Would subjects who had extensive experience with their HAs and with the NST procedures show further benefit from adaptive training? If mere experience with the NST was a critical factor, subjects in Experiment 2 might be expected to show limited improvement because their previous experience with the NST (>60 h) exceeded the training plus laboratory testing experience of the trained subjects in Experiment 1. Despite the HA users’ extensive experience, we found that training significantly improved performance among these experienced HA users ($F_{1,7} = 19.9, p < 0.01$) (Figure 8). While the magnitude of improvement was less than that observed in Experiment 1 ($F_{1,27} = 6.9, p < 0.02$), the difference primarily reflected improvements during the first several weeks of training. The week-by-group interaction was not significant ($F < 1.0$), and this lack of interaction is also apparent in the similarities of the slopes of improvement over time for the new and experienced HA user groups in Figure 8. Other aspects of training (e.g., effects of intensity, confusion patterns, and dependence on phoneme difficulty) produced effects that were similar to those found in Experiment 1, but because of the small
number of subjects, these effects did not reach statistical significance. As with the subjects tested in Experiment 1, retention testing 8 weeks after training ended showed no performance decrement.

DISCUSSION

Effectiveness of Perceptual Training

The current experiments demonstrate daily focused training in adaptive phoneme identification produces substantial benefits in syllable discrimination for HA users—a benefit that significantly exceeded the initial benefit of amplification. The results suggest that (1) chronic alterations of speech-cue use play a major role in the speech-processing deficits exhibited by sufferers of hearing loss and (2) focused adaptive training is an effective rehabilitation strategy that can significantly enhance NST scores beyond benefits obtained with HA use alone.

Factors that Influence Training Effects

Each subject who underwent training in either Experiment 1 or 2 showed some improvement in NST scores. We found that increased age in our subject population was associated with poorer performance on the NST ($r = 0.48$, $p < 0.05$), consistent with other recent studies [55]. Surprisingly, older subjects improved more with training than did younger subjects, although the effect failed to reach statistical significance ($r = 0.30$, $p > 0.10$). This correlation may have reflected that subjects with lower NST scores at training onset showed significantly greater overall improvement ($r = -0.66$, $p < 0.001$). In contrast, no significant correlation was found between training-related improvements and the magnitude of initial hearing loss (e.g., at 1000 Hz, $r = 0.26$, NS). Thus, training appeared to be particularly effective in subjects who had disproportionate impairments in syllable discrimination compared with their audiograms. Most subjects completed 35 to 40 days of training, and no correlation was found between the minor variation in the number of days of at-home training and the magnitude in-laboratory NST improvement. However, the type of HA did appear to influence the magnitude of training effects. That is, improvements were greater in IT and DT patients wearing 3- or 4-channel HAs (11.4%, $n = 10$) than in patients wearing 2-channel or linear HAs (8.0%, $n = 11$, $t(19) = 2.23$, $p < 0.05$) even though these groups showed similar performance immediately after HA fitting ($t(19) = 1.19$, NS). These results are consistent with studies that reported that spontaneous perceptual learning is enhanced with multichannel HAs [26].

Optimal Duration of Training

Subjects showed continued improvement over the entire 8-week duration of training (Figure 3), with performance improving most rapidly at training onset followed by an additional improvement of approximately 2 percent for each doubling of training duration between 1 and 8 weeks. Thus, increasing the duration of training from 8 to 16 weeks would be expected to result in another 2 percent improvement in performance. While this is a nontrivial change, it is much less than the cumulative 9.8 percent improvement seen during the initial 8 weeks of training. The optimal duration of training would thus appear to depend on subject motivation and speech discrimination requirements. However, training durations longer than 16 weeks would likely have limited appeal. Of course, in the current experiments, we trained only a small proportion of English CVs and VCs. The duration of perceptual learning appears to increase with the complexity of the training material [56]. Thus, training benefits may be more substantial and increases may continue for longer training periods with more complex phonetic material.

Timing of Training

With respect to the time between HA fitting and rehabilitative training, the current results showed NS differences between immediate training and training delayed by 8 weeks. Training was also effective in the small group of experienced HA users studied in Experiment 2. Although differences in subject groups and pretraining experience complicate direct comparisons of the magnitude of training effects in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, clearly, perceptual training was highly effective in all HA users regardless of HA experience.

Procedural and Perceptual Learning

Research on perceptual learning has identified two major components of the improvement in performance seen with adaptive training: procedural learning and perceptual learning [43]. Procedural learning involves increasing familiarity with the task and particular stimuli used in testing. Procedural learning occurs rapidly, but the improvement does not generalize effectively to different tasks [57]. In addition, procedural learning is associated with learning arbitrary procedures of the training
task and shows rapid reductions in performance once practice on the task ceases [19,43]. Perceptual learning, on the other hand, involves increasing sensitivity to task-relevant distinctions in the stimuli themselves and is thought to reflect a reorganization of the neural representations that underlie discrimination and recognition. Auditory perceptual learning evolves over a course of weeks or months [56,58]. The performance improvements that we obtained showed these characteristics of perceptual learning: they emerged gradually over time and were well maintained on retention testing performed 2 months after training ended.

As in other studies of perceptual training, we expected the results of the current study to include contributions from both procedural and perceptual learning. Rapid procedural learning appeared to contribute to the early performance increases of 2 to 3 percent that were seen in the control group (Figure 3). These changes likely reflected increasing familiarity with the NST following the extensive testing (6 h) that occurred at the beginning of the control period. Procedural learning of 2 to 3 percent during the first week would be consistent with our previous findings of procedural learning effects during repeated NSTs [26]. Most likely, procedural learning effects occur in parallel with perceptual learning and thus would have also contributed to the rapid improvements seen in the IT group during the first several weeks of training.

Although studies of perceptual learning have emphasized the power of focused training, alterations of the sensory environment can also drive cortical reorganization [20–21,59]. Thus, some degree of reorganization and perceptual learning might be expected to result from the amplification of high-frequency sounds because of new HAs, even without explicit training. Some controversy exists regarding the extent to which new HA users show such acclimatization. Some studies suggest a very rapid adjustment of speech perception (with a time course similar to that of procedural learning) with performance asymptoting soon after the receipt of a new HA [12–13,60]. Other studies suggest that speech perception continues to improve for months after an HA fitting [9–11]. Work in our laboratory supports long-term acclimatization, but only for certain types of HA [26]. In the current study, the performance of control subjects increased rapidly and then declined slightly from weeks 2 to 8. An intriguing possibility is that such acclimatization failures reflect the inadequacy of perceptual learning during everyday conversations. Limited learning would be expected under these conditions because the majority of syllables are either too easy (in which case no errors are made) or too difficult (in which case the stimulus may not be heard at all) and performance feedback is variable and inconsistent. Moreover, with most HAs, the acoustic features that characterize syllables will vary with the intensity of the speaker’s voice and be masked to varying degrees depending on background noise levels.

**Effect of Training on Sentence Processing**

A central question in assessing the effect of adaptive training is the extent of generalization of training effects to a wider range of listening situations, including different voices, different tasks (e.g., sentence comprehension, multimodal conversational speech), and different acoustic environments (e.g., multitalker situations). Results of the current study were limited to demonstrating that benefits of phoneme-recognition training on one set of voices generalized to improved recognition of syllables spoken by untrained voices. This generalization suggests that subjects are not primarily learning specific acoustic features of a particular stimulus set but rather the abstract features that define phonetic categories across talkers.

Improvement in the discrimination of isolated syllables correlates with the improved discrimination of the same syllables in sentence contexts [61]. Since the perception of words and sentences begins with syllable recognition, improved syllable discrimination would be expected to improve sentence processing, although comprehension may be limited by other factors (e.g., informational masking and semantic processing) or improved by the adoption of “top-down” listening strategies [62]. Nevertheless, higher-order processing operations depend on the extraction of syllables from the acoustical signal based on the analysis of the acoustic features that make up each utterance. Indeed, evidence from older subjects suggests that syllable discrimination skills correlate directly with verbal memory performance when cognitive factors are controlled [63–64]. This finding supports the notion that perceptual success of HA users comes at the cost of the extra effort that is needed for analyzing phonemes and might otherwise be available for analyzing sentence content. The implication is that improved syllable discrimination would result in not only improved syllable recognition but also improved sentence comprehension and memory.

The evaluation of generalization of training effects to improvement in sentence processing was not originally
planned. However, once the magnitude of NST-score improvement became evident (i.e., after data from the first 12 subjects had been analyzed), we decided to assess the generalization of training-related improvements in the remaining subjects who had not yet started training (five subjects from the IT group and six subjects from the DT group). We used the Revised Speech Perception in Noise (R-SPIN) test [65]. The R-SPIN test requires the subject to listen to sentences in a background of competing multitalker babble and repeat the final word of each sentence. It consists of eight lists of 50 sentences each, divided into equal numbers of high- and low-context sentences. The high-context sentences are used primarily in evaluating the cognitive abilities of subjects. We scored only the low-context sentences in which the final word is minimally constrained by the content of the sentence. To limit item repetition, we tested with subsets of three lists (a total of 75 low-context sentences) per test. Before data collection, we tested each subject using sentences from two of the R-SPIN lists, with individual sentences presented at 8, 12, 16, and 20 dB SNR. Subsequent R-SPIN testing was done at the SNR that produced performance nearest to 50 percent correct for each subject. Nonoverlapping sets of three R-SPIN lists were used for testing at weeks 0 and 8, while a third test at week 16 reused the lists from testing of week 0. Each list provided a single score based on the percentage of low-context words repeated correctly. Each subject’s score was computed as the mean of scores for the three lists on each test day.

Baseline scores ranged from 27 to 69 percent correct (mean = 51%). Training improved R-SPIN test scores by an average of 3.3 percent (range = –6.7% to 13.3%), but training effects failed to reach statistical significance because of a lack of statistical power. The improvement may have been limited by the fact that only a small portion of the phonemes appearing in the target words of the R-SPIN test had been used in perceptual training. Because we scored only low context sentences, scores would have been minimally influenced by improvements in context provided by improved perception of trained phonemes in other portions of the sentence. Further study with more sensitive tests is needed to evaluate the impact of syllable identification training on sentence processing. Recently, more complex adaptive training sequences have shown efficacy in improving sentence test scores [66].

**CONCLUSIONS**

The results of this study demonstrate that phoneme recognition by HA users can be significantly enhanced through focused perceptual training. The benefit of such training in difficult listening situations exceeds the benefit provided by HAs only, generalizes to untrained voices, and persists for at least 8 weeks (the longest period over which we assessed performance). We found that immediate and delayed training produced similar benefits, and we also found benefits in experienced HA users. Further study is needed to define the optimal parameters of training, but our results suggest that training can benefit all HA users, including those who have been wearing HAs for years.

Although the improvement from both HA fitting and perceptual training was substantial, benefits appear to reflect complementary processes. Our analyses of performance on stimuli differing in difficulty or presented at different SNRs indicate that HAs provided the most benefit for easily discriminable phonemes presented near threshold, while training provided more benefit for difficult discriminations in more audible speech. These benefits were most pronounced for HA users with poor speech discrimination abilities. This finding suggests a complementary role in which HAs bring acoustic information above threshold and therefore make it accessible to the hearing impaired individual, whereas training facilitates the optimal use of that information, particularly for HA users who have difficulty processing speech.
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